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SUMMARY OF REVIEW
The Foreign Service Institute (FSI) lacks modernized user access controls for its dedicated
wireless network. The Office of Inspector General (OIG) recently became aware of this
vulnerability during the course of a criminal investigation. OIG examined FSI’s wireless user
access controls and found that they do not comply with the wireless security standards of the
Department of State (Department). In addition, OIG found that FSI could improve detection of
unusual wireless network activities by implementing the Department’s wireless access control
protocols.

BACKGROUND
FSI is charged with the professional development and training of Department employees and
the entire U.S. government foreign affairs community. FSI’s main campus is located in
Arlington, Virginia and offers nearly 600 on-campus courses. In this academic setting, the makeup of FSI employees, students, and guests routinely changes.
FSI information technology (IT) officials noted that, in approximately 2014, they decided that an
“open” connection to its guest wireless network on the main campus was the most appropriate
user access policy based on convenience for users. Therefore, FSI’s access protocols are
structured to allow any person within the campus boundaries to connect a mobile device
directly to this network. These 5-year old protocols remain in effect today.
During a recent investigation, OIG became aware that a former FSI employee inappropriately
used the FSI guest wireless network and relied upon its open connection to the internet to
engage in criminal activity, and in at least some instances, he used his Department-issued
mobile phone to do so.

FINDINGS
Department’s Wi-Fi Access Standards
The Department’s wireless standards are set by the Wi-Fi Governance Board (WFGB), cochaired by the Bureau of Information Resource Management (IRM) and Bureau of Diplomatic
Security (DS). The WFGB was established to provide oversight and approval over the
implementation of wi-fi networks in the Department, both domestic and overseas. In 2013, the
WFGB published Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) Security Standard for Dedicated Internet
Networks (DIN), which sets conditions for wi-fi networks that must be met before activation, as
well as maintained throughout their lifecycle. 1 These standards, which were updated in 2017,
were designed to prevent risks associated with wireless networks. These risks can include
Department of State, Bureau of Diplomatic Security, Office of Cybersecurity, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
Security Standard for Dedicated Internet Networks (DIN) (version 2.0, May 2017).
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compromised confidentiality, integrity, and availability of Department information and systems;
decreased productivity; and damaged Department information assets.
According to these standards, a wireless network must include an appropriate user registration
mechanism that electronically captures the user’s properly formatted email address and
explicitly requires the user to agree to the outlined legal disclosures and disclaimers. 2
These standards also require that wireless networks be segmented by connection type. To
illustrate, a Department wireless network must have two segments – one segment that only
permits connection of registered Government-owned mobile devices and a separate segment
for the connection of personally-owned devices. Network segmentation improves cyber
security by decreasing the possibility of unauthorized access to Department information.

FSI’s Wireless Network
As part of its open connection approach, FSI grants wireless internet access to any on-campus
user who clicks on the Terms and Use Agreement acceptance box found on its opening login
page. However, the FSI guest network does not comply with the WFGB requirement that the
system capture a user’s properly formatted email address. 3 Therefore, FSI cannot determine
who made any particular connection because its access controls do not require users to take
steps to identify themselves prior to the start of a wireless session. The failure to capture such
information makes it more difficult to identify individuals, such as the FSI employee in question,
who misuse the wireless network. OIG notes that compliance with the WFGB requirement
would not preclude FSI’s “open connection” approach, as FSI could still grant access to anyone
so long as he or she entered a valid email address.
Similarly, the FSI wireless network simultaneously handles internet connections from both
Department-owned mobile devices and personally owned mobile devices without the network
segmentation required by the WFGB standards. As noted previously, failure to segment
networks used by Department-owned and personal devices increases risks to Department
information. In addition, segmentation is beneficial because it helps to identify and monitor
users who connect to the network using a Department-issued device. If FSI’s wireless network
had been segmented, FSI may have been able to identify when the FSI employee in question
connected to it using his Department-issued mobile phone. Moreover, his activities on that
device would have been more visible and more easily monitored, because his phone would
have been programmed to connect specifically to the Department-owned device access point,
and the connection of his device would have been immediately logged.
According to IRM officials, they are in the process of updating the standards to require two-factor authentication
for users to access a wireless network, an approach that will further protect wireless networks.
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During this review, OIG became aware that other Department wireless networks, such as the one in the
Department’s main cafeteria, are also not in compliance with this standard. In its response, FSI stated that it
understands that IRM plans to update its access controls in the cafeteria.
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RECOMMENDATION
OIG makes one recommendation to FSI. Its complete response can be found in the appendix.
Recommendation 1: The Foreign Service Institute should ensure that its guest wireless
network complies with the Department’s wireless security standards.
Management Response: In its December 20, 2019, response, the Foreign Service Institute
concurred with this recommendation and stated that it will work with the Bureaus of
Information Resource Management and Diplomatic Security to ensure that its wireless
network complies with Department standards.
Notwithstanding its concurrence, FSI asserted that the collection of email addresses without
taking additional steps would not allow it to identify users who misuse the wireless
network. It stated that it does not have the resources to take these additional steps.
FSI also asserted in its response that its wireless network is in compliance with the WFGB
standards on segmentation because the standards only require network segmentation
when a wireless network is integrated with an existing network infrastructure that provides
distinctly independent services (e.g., access to other Department web servers or
Department email), or when the wireless infrastructure provides access to both
Department-owned and public networks. According to FSI, its wireless network is
completely separate from all other Department resources.
OIG Reply: This recommendation can be closed when OIG receives documentation that the
Foreign Service Institute guest wireless network complies with the Department’s wireless
security standards. Regarding FSI’s assertion that it does not have the capacity to take the
additional steps that would allow it to identify users who misuse the wireless network, the
requirement to enter an email address would nonetheless likely have some deterrent effect
in discouraging misuse of the network, and as noted, is required by the WFGB standards.
OIG disagrees with FSI’s assertion that its wireless network is properly segmented. The
WFGB standards state that wireless infrastructure that provides access to both Departmentowned devices and public networks must, at minimum, logically maintain complete
separation of the independent traffic streams. FSI uses Department-owned devices on its
wireless network and offers Internet access to personal devices, yet it does not maintain
separation of these traffic streams.
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APPENDIX: FSI RESPONSE
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HELP FIGHT

FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE
1-800-409-9926

Stateoig.gov/HOTLINE
If you fear reprisal, contact the
OIG Whistleblower Coordinator to learn more about your rights.
WPEAOmbuds@stateoig.gov
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